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I. Answer the following questions in detail :            (4  15 = 60)
1. Write   down  four  compound  drug  formulations  used  in  Wajaul-Mufasil.

Describe their method of preparation, other therapeutic uses and dosage.

 


2. Define  'Jawarish'?    Write    down    the   reason   of  nomenclature,   major

component,    other    ingredient,    method    of    preparation,   dosage   and
therapeutic uses of Jawarish Shahi and Jawarish Bis-basa in detail.

  




3. Write  down  the  main/chief  constituents  (Juze-khas) therapeutic uses and

dosage of following drugs :
(a) Khamira Sandal (b) Majun Salab (c) Majun Najah
(d) Itrifal Mulaiyan (e) Sufoof Teen (f) Qurs-e-Tinkar
(g) Habb-e-Ral (h) Dawaul-Misk (i) Habb - e - Shifa
(j) Dawaul-Kurkum

:  

     

   


 
    

 



4. Write   down   the   nomenclature,   major   component,   other   ingredients

(composition) and therapeutic uses, dosage of the following compounds :

(a) Itrifal Kishnizi (b) Tiryaq Pechish

(c) Roghan Baedanjeer (d) Sufoof Muqliyasa

(e) Majune Aspand Sokhtani

   


   


 

    

 

II. Answer the following questions in brief :         (10  4 = 40)

1. Define   'Tiryaq'.   Give   the   main   constituent   (Juz-e-khas)   and   main

therapeutic action of  'Tiryaq Samaniyah' and 'Tiryaq Nazla'.

 
2. Write    down    the    main    Constituent   (Juz-e-Azam),  therapeutic   uses,

reason of nomenclature and dosage of 'Sharbat-Aejaz' and 'Habb-e-Kabid
Noushadari'.

  


3. Define  Sharbat,  Write  down  the  name  of  its  inventor.  Write  down  the
therapeutic indications, main constituent and dosage of 'Sharbat Banafsha'.

 


4. Write   down   the   reason  of  nomenclature,  main  constituent  as  well  as
therapeutic uses, indications and dosage of 'Banadiqul-Buzoor'.
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5. Write    down    any    four    compound   drugs   used   as   Mufattit-e-Hisat
(Lithotriptic)    and   also   write   down  the  main  constituent,  other
ingredients, method of preparation and dosage of any one compound drug.

  
  

6. Define   'Sikanjabeen'.  Describe the  ingredients, its method of  preparation
and its uses and dosage.






 


7. Define   and   differentiate   'Zuroor'   and  'Sunoon'.  Write  down  the  main

constituent  of  Zuroor  Kath,  its  other  ingredients and therapeutic uses.

  

    
8. Write  down  the  differentiating  features  between 'Jawarish' and 'Majoon'.

Mention   any   two   compound   drugs   helpful  for toning the  stomach
and    intestinal   along   with   its   major   constituents,  other  ingredients,
indications and dosage.

  
 

9. Define sufoof and its different forms with suitable examples.

 
10. Define  Barshasha  and  Itrifal,  its reason of nomenclature and the name of

its inventor and its specific therapeutic indications.

   

  
_______________
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